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INC: DUAL PANEL HINGE AND AUTO SWITCH DESIGN

Dual panel hinge and auto switch design

Current solution in the marketing
Current dual panel NB concept just as traditional NB and rotate system for dual panel support,
which display is difficult to be used and webcam function will be limited.



New solution: dual hinge design

The new design here is to have special hinge design and have external cable to support dual
panel NB( keyboard was simulate by touch panel ) and once touch panel rotate to horizontal axis and
it will become dual panel mold as extra display, webcam still can be used for conference call and end
user can keep daily work by another side panel under this design ( only one system needed ).



Concept:
1. Right side hinge is dual hinge and external cable. Dual hinge can rotate in two direction.
2. Left side hinge use magnet to help NB can work well as normal clam shell NB.
3. There is magnet in panel side and magnet sensor in MB side, once panel side rotate to
bottom base side and bottom panel will swap display from Keyboard function to display
function automatically.
Figure‐1
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Magnetization bracket (positive pole +) and Alignment
hole.

Alignment hole and pin for better operation

Magnetization hinge (negative pole‐) and Alignment
pin

Figure‐2
Wireless cable and panel cable combine into one external cable. So, the cable will not be gating or
damaged if transform to dual panel mold.

Figure‐3
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Hinge can rotate in two direction
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Figure‐4
Magnet and Magnet sensor once panel rotate and sensor will engage to force touch panel
(keyboard) switch to sec display



Design Goal

End user can two panels by one NB system without extra power and cost,
one can have conference meeting and one can keep working at the daily job
which is the advantage for this design.
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Backup
Dual panel NB hinge rotate from 0 degree to 90 degree
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Dual panel NB hinge rotate from 90 degree to 180 degree + Z axis rotate 90 degree

Right side hinge rotates in 60 degree

Right side hinge rotate in 180 degree

Left side hinge rotates in 3 degree
Magnet sensor (when panel rotate to side by side and
And magnet will trigger senor one, then touch
panel will switch to be as sec display, not simulate
keyboard.
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